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Havit Freego1 Air bluetooth earphones (black)

Havit Freego1 Air wireless headphones (black).
Discover a new dimension of listening! Havit Freego1 Air are wireless headphones that use innovative directional technology to bring you
high-quality  sound  while  minimizing  the  risk  of  hearing  damage.  Their  lightweight  and  carefully  considered  design  makes  them  an
excellent choice especially for those with active lifestyles. 
 
Caring for your hearing
With the Havit Freego1 Air, you can enjoy your favorite music while remaining aware of your surroundings. The EARPHONES are designed
to safely transmit sound without covering your ears, protecting them from possible damage or irritation. It's ideal for active people who
want to listen to music while running, biking or walking on city streets, while maintaining full control over ambient sounds. 
 
Immerse yourself in the music
Havit EARPHONES will transport you into a fascinating world of sound. Equipped with 16.2-millimeter drivers, they deliver incredibly clear
sound that will  reveal  new nuances of your favorite songs. The 360° panoramic sound will  make you feel  as if  you are surrounded by
music from all directions.
 
Long working time
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Now you can enjoy your favorite sounds all day long! The Havit Freego1 Air features an 80 mAh battery that provides up to more than 15
hours of use on a single charge. This means you don't have to worry about needing to recharge frequently! It will take just 2 hours to
charge them, so they'll be up and running again in no time.
 
Ideal for athletes
The lightweight yet durable design of the EARPHONES makes them fit perfectly to the shape of your ears, stably staying in place even
during  intense  workouts.  They  also  feature  LED  backlighting  for  added  safety  during  outdoor  activities  after  dark.  This  will  help  you
remain visible to other road users during evening runs or bike rides.
 
	Manufacturer
	Havit
	Model
	Freego1 Air
	Color
	Black
	Transducers
	16.2 mm
	Bluetooth version
	5.2
	Battery capacity
	80 mAh
	Charging time
	approximately 2 hours
	Charging interface
	USB-C
	Operation time
	Music playback: 15.6 hours (60% volume), phone calls: 8.5 hours (60% volume)
	Dimensions
	130.5 x 98.6 x 47.5 mm

Preço:

€ 16.49
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